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It feels wonderful to be in love and now you are married hoping that this relationship will last your life time.
Years have gone by and marriage has been good to you â€” so you thought. You begin to notice some
different behaviors from you spouse which at first you ignore. For awhile you begin to wonder if something is
going on but you brush it off. After all, the last thing you could ever imagine is that your spouse is having an
affair. You begin to piece some things together and your spouse denies everything until the day comes when
your spouse gets caught in all their lies. For those of us who have experienced situations like this, we know
that betrayal runs deep and can be devastating. Trust has been torn apart and the unthinkable has just
happened. You life has just been thrown into a tail spin and probably your anxiety is making you feel sick.
You may even want to get back at your spouse for the pain and humiliation you are now going though.
Possibly the only thing you can think of is how to get even so your partner will hurt as much as you do. Is it
possible to heal from the pain and humiliation of betrayal and adultery? Is it possible to forgive someone who
has hurt you so badly? Betrayal happens to everyone at some point in our lives. Betrayal can occur with a
spouse, a family member, a best friend or a co-worker. Most people who experience betrayal saw the signs,
but continue to give that person the benefit of the doubt. The reality is that people will fail you. This is by far
the most difficult type of betrayal because it leaves you shell shocked and devastated. Betrayal is an
interpersonal trauma which shatters assumptions about how we view life and the people close to us. Shattered
assumptions leave us feeling as though our reality has been blow apart. When we are betrayed our feelings
alternate between a sense of numbness and feelings of disbelief. We may also find ourselves behaving
erratically and not like our usual selves. We feel victimized and our lives seem to be out of control. So how do
we heal from being betrayed? We begin by developing the skills to deal with strong negative emotions and to
talk more effectively about the impact the betrayal had. This may require setting appropriate boundaries with
each other, learning how to deal with emotions effectively and expressing how you feel about the infidelity.
Next you look at both the current and the developmental issues within yourselves and within your relationship
that may have contributed to the affair. Gaining this new understanding often results in an increase in
compassion for the partner and tolerance of his or her flaws. Finally, as a couple begins to understand why the
affair happened, they need to evaluate the viability of their relationship, the potential for change, and their
commitment to work together. This is when the process of forgiveness becomes the focus of intervention. No
matter if you choose to stay or leave, because of other circumstances you may always be in some form of
relationship. Therefore it is important to heal the emotional rift between yourselves as best you can. This is
why forgiveness is so important. Face Your Feelings While every situation is unique there are certain things
that we can do to lessen the pain. Once the betrayal is revealed an emotional roller coaster ride begins. You
more than likely will get swept up in an emotional whirlwind of anger, fear and a sense of loss. Realize that
you are not going crazy. Others have experienced the same pain and confusion and have survived. Remember
that you are not alone. I want to assure you that what you are experiencing is a normal and an appropriate
response to an acutely traumatizing experience. This may seem paradoxical but once we acknowledge and
walk through our pain, only then does the pain begin to dissipate. This is where a counselor can really help.
Talking to someone who listens to you and can be supportive in a healthy way can help you sort out what
needs to happen. Gain control of you Emotions As you try to unscramble what has happened to you, both your
thoughts and actions may spin out of control. You may become more compulsive at work and other things you
do, pushing harder and more frenetically to diffuse your anxiety. These distractions may serve as a temporary
antidote to feelings of anxiety or emptiness, but if you want to put yourself back together, you need to slow
down, confront your pain, figure out why the affair happened, and decide what you want to do about it. Look
beneath your emotional reactions and ask yourself, what are my emotions really telling me? What needs to
change and what can I do to take those necessary steps. You can not change what has happened to you but you
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do need to take responsibility for how you are handling the situation now. You will need to confront your
ambivalence about whether to stay or leave the relationship. Which ever route you take, you need to chose it
deliberately and not act on your feelings alone. Feelings, no matter how intense, are based on assumptions that
are often highly subjective and may prove to be unrealistic, not useful or untrue. By exploring your options,
you will be able to make a thoughtful decision based on your circumstances and needs. A counselor can help
you sort out your answers. Two of your options will take you down a dead end. The first option is to stay
together and never address why the betrayal happened or work to assure that it will never happen again. This
is a ticket to disaster, creating a larger gulf between you leading to a life of quiet desperation. The second
option is for you to stay together, with at least one of you continuing to be unfaithful, only to have the other
continually fighting depression and building up enormous rage. Needless to say this is a very unhealthy option
built on a lot of dysfunction and clearly indicating a lack of self-love. This leaves only two viable alternatives.
One is the decision to accept what has just happened and make a commitment to work on improving your
relationship. The blind spot here is for the hurt partner to go in denial about the relationship because of an
unwarranted attachment to the spouse that makes you want to stay together, no matter how dysfunctional the
relationship is. What the betrayed person falls to see is how unloving your partner has been toward you, how
poorly you continue to be treated, and how nothing you do will change this. The other alternative is to say
goodbye and begin building separate lives. The danger for the unfaithful partner is that you may be drawn
blindly to your lover and insist on being with this person no matter what. We may call it romantic love but in
actuality it is an intense but unwarranted attachment that the unfaithful partner may feel towards their new
lover. Unfortunately this kind of attachment is likely to make the unfaithful partner leave their spouse no
matter how satisfying your life had been together. Learn from the Affair So often we blame our partner for
what goes wrong and fail to see the link between our personal, lifelong conflicts and the conflicts in our
relationship â€” between the damage we carry within ourselves and the damage we experience as a couple. To
help you decide whether to stay or go, it is helpful to understand the origins of the betrayal. They may have a
high need for acceptance and approval. If your partner fits this description, you need to decide if you can deal
with and heal from the betrayal or if you need to leave your partner in order to recover. Instead, free yourself
from the blame game, live in the present, and move forward with productive, positive thoughts. Restore Trust
One of the most devastating aspects of betrayal is the break down of trust. Once trust is broken it can be very
difficult to rebuild it and it must be earned back. To restore trust actions speak louder than words. Feeling safe
becomes paramount here. If the person who has been betrayed can not feel safe, trust can not be built. You are
safe with me. You need to tell your partner what you need to give this person a way back into your life. When
I speak of trust I am not only referring to the belief that your partner will remain faithful to you. I am also
talking about the trust essential to you both, that if you venture back into the relationship, your partner will
address your grievances and not leave you regretting your decision to recommit. Instead, give yourself the
opportunity to pick up the pieces and start again. Start by learning to trust yourself and your life choices.
Instead of focusing on your ex and the betrayal not to mention past relationship disappointments that may be
adding up to a mistrust in yourself right about now , think about all the amazing people in your life who you
can trust, including yourself. Reflect on the people who have kept your confidences, honored their word, and
stuck by your side. Your relationship is likely to feel fragile and tentative for several years after the affair is
revealed, but during that time you can expect to experience many reassuring, joyous moments as well. Trust is
delicate and can only be earned over time through commitment and continued effort. I can open myself up to
love you because I feel safe with you and valued by you. Find Forgiveness Forgiveness is considered the
highest form of love that we are capable of giving. If this is true it is no wonder that we have such a hard time
forgiving someone who has betrayed us and even in forgiving ourselves. Forgiveness is a voluntary act in
which you make a decision to see a situation differently. Forgiveness helps us change the way we think so
instead of seeing a situation through the lens of anger, guilt or fear we see it through the eyes of compassion
and understanding. Instead of getting stuck in your own emotional baggage you can now see the situation
differently with greater wisdom and understanding. I like to think of forgiveness as the science of the heart, a
discipline of discovering all the ways of being that will extend your love to the world and discarding all the
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ways that do not. It is the accomplishment of mastery over a wound. Forgiveness is a process through which
an injured person first fights off, then embraces, then conquers a situation that has nearly destroyed him or her.
On a deeper level forgiveness is about changing the way we think which includes embracing our humanity and
spiritual nature and the humanity and spiritual nature of all human beings. Forgiveness is not about pardoning.
It is about our inner emotional release.
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2: Project MUSE - Whirlwind
Whirlwind of betrayal and peacemaking Posted on November 3, by nelsonkraybill The whirlwind appeared so suddenly,
and came so swiftly toward us on the dusty road at Tel Dothan, that I scarcely had time to take the lens cap off my
camera.

The Whirlwind, whose standard pattern is known as the Whirlwind Helios, plays the role of artillery support,
providing support fire on enemy formations from the relative safety of geographical cover, such as behind
hills, forests or other line-of-sight obstructions. It is intended to be used primarily for softening up a
heavily-fortified static position or other well-defended target prior to the start of a major Space Marine assault.
The Whirlwind is available exclusively to Space Marine forces and is typically deployed in squadrons of three
units, though in smaller actions individual vehicles may be observed operating just as effectively. Unlike the
Astra Militarum , Space Marine Chapters do not rely on heavy artillery bombardments and rarely deploy
artillery unless it is truly needed. Many times when Whirlwinds are deployed to the battlefield they will only
ever deliver a brief yet highly effective barrage against enemy targets, after which the Space Marines will
engage any enemy forces that remain. The Whirlwind is one of only a handful of Space Marine vehicles that
are capable of firing at their targets indirectly. A squadron of Whirlwind Helios tanks open fire on an enemy
during a night attack Typically, squadrons of Whirlwinds are used to provide artillery fire in support of Space
Marine tactical deployments and advances. The flexibility of the indirect fire of a Whirlwind should also not
be overlooked. Given a pragmatic initial deployment, it can provide fire support to friendly units almost
anywhere on the battlefield. The Whirlwind can fire barrage after barrage of missiles into enemy formations or
static defences, softening them up before the front-line units arrive and then the Whirlwind can provide
tactical support as the Astartes forces require it. Space Marine battle tanks are not permanently attached to any
one company. Instead they form a vehicle pool, and individual tanks are available for deployment to Space
Marine commanders as required. The most common variant of the Whirlwind in use by the Adeptus Astartes
during the late 41st Millennium is the Helios Pattern. The Whirlwind Helios originated on the Forge World of
Helios, and the Whirlwind Multiple Missile Launcher on this pattern is capable of carrying 60 missiles, while
the Hyperios anti-aircraft variant is capable of carrying 40 surface-to-air missiles to fire upon enemy aircraft.
During the Great Crusade and Horus Heresy in the late 30th and early 31st Millennia, the Whirlwind was
capable of being outfitted with weapons and technologies no longer known or used by the Imperium in the late
41st Millennium, such as twin-linked Bolters Deimos Pattern Rhino chassis only , Pintle-mounted twin-linked
Bolters, and an auxiliary drive system. The Whirlwind was also able to replace its standard missiles for
Hyperios air-defence missiles in order to engage enemy aircraft. During these ancient times a Whirlwind could
also be used as a command vehicle for Legion artillery formations. Ammunition The Whirlwind Missile
Launcher is capable of firing multiple types of missiles, many of which are arcane and can only be found
within the quantum-sealed stasis chambers of the Deathwatch and other secretive bodies within the upper
echelons of the Imperial war machine. The following is a list of known types, including: Vengeance Missiles Vengeance Missiles represent the standard high-explosive missile warhead used by the Astartes. Castellan
Missiles - Castellan Missiles are tipped with a special warhead that can be set to explode at specific times and
altitudes to scatter small, mine-like bomblets across a designated target area. Castellan Missiles can establish
makeshift mine fields quickly and without exposing Imperial forces to unnecessary dangers by laying mines.
These horrific weapons are used to literally burn to death lightly-armoured enemy infantry and light vehicle
formations. The Whirlwind Hyperios uses similar missiles, although the anti-air weapons used by the
Whirlwind Hyperios and Hunter Patterns of the Whirlwind are much more effective at the anti-aircraft role.
Whirlwinds armed with Hyperios Anti-Air Missiles are rarely deployed on the battlefield, due to the existence
of the aforementioned more effective alternatives. Frag Missile - Frag Missiles are designed to explode on
impact with any surface, raking the immediate area with lethal shrapnel composed of aerodynamic metallic
shards. Though Frag Missiles are primarily intended to be used as anti-infantry weapons, they can also be
deployed effectively against light vehicles. Frag Missiles are often ineffective against heavily armoured
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infantry. Krak Missile - Krak Missiles are primarily intended to serve as anti-vehicle weapons, and contain a
high-strength shaped charge with a relatively small blast radius, but causes massive damage to anything it hits
with minimal collateral damage. Krak Missiles are also very effective against heavily armoured infantry,
bunkers and other armoured or fortified static targets where their concentrated explosives will often punch
holes straight through armour. Plasma Missiles - A very rare type of missile used by the Whirlwind, Plasma
Missiles are mentioned within various archives, but are hardly ever used in combat in the present day.
Super-Krak Missiles - A very rare type of missile used by the Whirlwind, Super-Krak Missiles are mentioned
within various archives, but are hardly ever used in combat in the present-day. Vortex Missiles - An incredibly
rare type of missile that used smaller versions of the Vortex Warhead. Special Missiles - A wide variety of
uncommon missile types including those with gas, Anti-plant, Heywire, and Tanglefoot warheads. Known
Formations The following is a list of known Adeptus Astartes formations that include the Whirlwind: Only the
mightiest of foes are worthy of the death dealt by the Hammer of Caliban formation.
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3: Whirlwind of betrayal and peacemaking | Holy Land Peace Pilgrim
The ring was beautiful, I had to admit. It was one of the biggest diamonds I'd ever seen, glimmering like a star, set into
the bright, golden band, with a collection of smaller diamonds surrounding it like the milky way.

Fiction T - English - Romance - Chapters: Jocelyn and Luke married and had two girls, Valentina and Clary.
Valentine and Jonathan never existed, just to make that clear. Again, hope you enjoy this. R and R if you did!
One look at it, and you knew it had cost big bucks. But of course, my sister had to go and marry a guy that was
practically a millionaire. I fought the urge to snort, keeping my eyes firmly on my sketchpad as she declared it
was true love. Really I was focused on my most recent drawing: It was tragic, yet beautiful in an eerie way. I
liked it a lot, paying close attention to the smudging of the rose bud. I decided to wing it, "It sounds great! A
golden wedding dress would surely clash The boyfriends were mere shadows, and at least hundred shadows at
that. Me on the other hand, was a completely different story. I could barely remember him now, but then
again, it was good to forget the humiliation. That feeling of being free of parents, of living in the real world,
was surreal and recklessly amazing. Then, Val coming home late at night, giggles and laughter becoming a
common pattern, with a man creeping out of her bedroom door early in the morning and disappearing out of
her life. I sighed, returning to the present. Do what you think is best. When she pulled away, her phone buzzed
and she picked it up fast. Val blushed reading it, tucking a strand of her behind her ear. I tried to crane my
neck to see the message as subtly as possible, but she turned off her phone quick. Can I ask you something?
Want to ask me something else? You know that Jace is coming to stay here in a few days? I resumed back to
my drawing, sketching out the stem of the rose carefully. He was apparently a male model, which immediately
made me think of a self-absorbed prick, in love with himself. Well, I would be the judge of Jace Herondale
when he came to stay here. To see, in my eyes, if he was good enough for my sister. Your review has been
posted.
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4: Download Betrayal at Krondor | DOS Games Archive
Now, Dynamix has joined with Raymond E. Feist, creator of the best-selling Riftwar Saga, to create a revolutionary
fantasy role-playing experience and an all-new tale in the Riftwar legacy - Betrayal at Krondor.

Then the little twister was upon us, blinding our view and rattling the car. Was the spirit of Elishaâ€”who once
famously lodged at Dothanâ€”getting playful with us? Beyond the whirlwind are hills surrounding Dothan that
Elisha saw filled with the army of the Lord. Two fellow pilgrims and I had approached Dothan with an Israeli
driver we hired to take us to biblical sites in the West Bank that once were part of ancient Samaria. Betrayal
happened here when the lad Joseph, sent sixty miles from Hebron by his father Jacob, found his brothers
tending sheep at Dothan Genesis Instead, they sold him to slave traders bound for Egypt. Reconciling
imagination Dothan appears again in the Bible in a peacemaking story. Israel is at war with Aram Syria , and
the Israelites repeatedly scoop Aramaean military intelligence. One of his officers explains what is happening:
Elisha of Israel has prophetic gifts that grant him foreknowledge of Aramaean troop movements. Determined
to capture the pesky prophet, the king of Aram sends an army at night to surround the city of Dothan where
Elisha is staying. Elisha asks God to strike the Arameans blind. Shall I kill them? This storied spot could use
some reconciliation today. A much-contested Jewish settlement nearby, deemed illegal by Palestinians and
much of the international community, announced plans in to double in size. Houses adjacent to the historic tel
now stand empty because of the continuing tension. Tel Dothan Our Israeli driver, fearing we could be
mistaken as the other either by Palestinians or by Jewish settlers, did not want to linger at Tel Dothan. The
whirlwind that engulfed us as we left Dothan seemed an apt metaphor of the continuing conflict. Tentative
dates are May , We will walk parts of the Jesus Trail from Nazareth to Capernaum, and possibly hike at
Caesarea Philippi where Jesus took the disciples on retreat in the foothills of Mt Hermon.
5: Fawcett Avenue Conscripts: Fourth Challenge Submission - Whirlwind Scorpius for the Sons of Horus
So You've Been Betrayed - 7 Steps on How to Survive Betrayal By Dr. Eileen R. Borris. You've met the person who
makes you feel so special. It feels wonderful to be in love and now you are married hoping that this relationship will last
your life time.

6: SHOGUN by James Clavell | Kirkus Reviews
Reap the Whirlwind Part 3 - 11 - Solstice Betrayed. Deviant Art: Search. Buy Art; Buy Core Membership It may be a
betrayal for Solstice - but it's a good time for.

7: Home - Whirlwind
Betrayal and moral decay are at the root of what's wrong, and we are about to reap the whirlwind. I think a lot of
Americans have guns because they're fearfulâ€”and for damn good reason. They fear a coming chaos, and know that
when it happens it will be coming to a nation that no longer coheres.

8: Whirlwind | Warhammer 40k | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Crossroads Tabletop Tavern in Manassas features over 1, games for guests to play while they dine. It's Saturday
night, and you're fighting off demons in Betrayal at House on the Hill or hoping that your friend's drink shoots out his
nose as he reads your card in Cards Against Humanity.

9: So Youâ€™ve Been Betrayed â€“ 7 Steps on How to Survive Betrayal | Realistic Recovery
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A Whirlwind Helios artillery tank of the Black Templars Chapter. The Whirlwind is an Imperial artillery support vehicle
based upon the Standard Template Construct (STC) Rhino armoured personnel carrier (APC) chassis that is now
primarily used by the Space Marine Chapters of the Adeptus Astartes.
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